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SAFETY MOMENT

 Distracted driving and radio operations

 Texting and driving



WHAT IS BPSK31?
Binary
Phase Shift Keying
31 baud
Only 15 Hz wide
 With 100 Hz spacing, can 

get 20 conversations in same 
space as one 2.5 kHz phone 
QSO 



WHAT IS BPSK31?
Radio teletype, computer 

based
Real-time keyboard-to-

keyboard chat
Similar in part to RTTY, but 

fewer errors and more 
“punch”.

Uses the computer 
soundcard similar to DSP.



BASIC STATION

HF SSB Transceiver
Soundcard-equipped PC
Antenna
PSK31 Software
(optional) Soundcard Interface



BASIC STATION



HISTORY

Developed Peter Martinez G3PLX
Introduced December 1998.
The 31 baud BPSK modulation 

system used in PSK31 was 
introduced by Pawel Jalocha
(SP9VRC) in his SLOWBPSK 
program written for Motorola's 
EVM radio. 



VARICODE

Binary 1 and 0
Most frequent letters get 

shortest codes
More efficient than Baudot

code used for RTTY, achieves 
50 wpm with 31 baud.



INTERFACES

Can be really simple, speaker to 
microphone, but set up is tricky and 
ambient noise can interfere.

Want electrical isolation to protect the 
computer and the radio

Interface can have on-board sound 
card.



INTERFACES



INTERFACES



SOFTWARE

Very good free programs
Digipan
Fldigi
Digital Master 780 – part of Ham Radio 

Deluxe
Many more for Windows, Mac, Linux



DIGIPAN



PSK REPORTER



OPERATING

Tune transmitter, adjust ALC to zero
Adjust audio level to zero the ALC.  If 

ALC cuts in, signal is distorted.
Operate similar to CW



OPERATING

CQ CQ CQ de VA6PJB VA6PJB VA6PJB 
CQ CQ CQ de VA6PJB VA6PJB VA6PJB K

VA6PJB VA6PJB VA6PJB de OTHERCALL 
OTHERCALL OTHERCALL VA6PJB VA6PJB 
VA6PJB de OTHERCALL OTHERCALL
OTHERCALL pse K



OPERATING

OTHERCALL de MYCALL Hi there! (rest of 
message) BTU OTHERCALL de MYCALL k

After final exchange, send SK SK
Limit use of macros, have some fun with 

real communicating


